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Abstract 
1J(15N,H) coupling constants for enaminones and NH-forms of intramolecularly 
hydrogen bonded Schiff bases as model compounds for sp2 hybridized nitrogen 
atoms are evaluated using density functional theory (DFT) to find the optimal 
functionals and basis sets. Ammonia is used as a test molecule and its one-bond 
coupling constant is compared with experiment. A methyl amine Schiff base of a 
truncated molecule of gossypol is used for checking the performance of selected 
B3LYP, O3LYP, PBE, BHandH and APFD density functionals and standard, 
modified and dedicated basis sets for coupling constants. Both in vacuum and in 
chloroform, modeled by the simple continuum model of solvent, the modified basis 
sets predict significantly better the 1J(15N,H) value in ammonia and in the methyl 
amine Schiff base of a truncated molecule of gossypol than the standard basis sets.  
This procure is then used on a broad set of intramolecularly hydrogen bonded 
molecules and a good correlation between calculated and experimental one bond 
NH coupling constants is obtained. The 1J(15N,H) couplings are slightly 
overestimated. The calculated data show for hydrogen bonded NH interatomic 
distances that the calculated values depend on the NH bond lengths.  The shorter 
the bond lengths, the larger the 1J(15N,H). A useful correlation between 1J(15N,H) and 
NH bond length is derived that enables realistic predictions of one bond NH coupling 
constants. The calculations reproduce experimentally observed trends for the 
studied molecules. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

     1J(15N,H) indirect spin-spin coupling constants (SSCC) have been used extensively 

to estimate mole fractions for tautomeric systems such as Schiff bases of o-

hydroxyacyl aromatics and salicylaldehydes[1-6]   (see Fig. 1).   

 

They have been measured in a few cases in enaminones.[7-8]  However, one of the 

problems of using 1J(15N,H) in studies of Schiff bases is that very few have been 

determined for compounds fully at the NH-form.[9-10] 1J(15N,H) has typically been 

estimated using model compounds such as enaminones[5, 7-8]  or even 

hydrazones[11].  Some general observations have been made. One-bond coupling 

constants can be correlated to the bond order of the N-H bond[12]. The larger the 

bond order, the larger 1J(15N,H).  It has also been observed that 1J(15N,H) increases 

when going from RNH2 to RNH3
+.  In protonated imines the 1J(15N,H) are ~ 92 Hz[13]. 

A similar value was found by Kurkovskaya et al.[14] for protonated Schiff bases.  A 

number of generalizations have been obtained from ammonia and aliphatic amines 

regarding influence of bond angles, etc.  As these apparently relate to pyrimidality[15], 

they are not so relevant in the present compounds.  Solvent effects have also been 

studied and showed for anilines a larger value in DMSO than in CDCl3.[16]  For 

enaminones Dudek and Dudek[5] found that 1J(15N,H) coupling constants vary with 

the substituent at nitrogen. Variations in 1J(15N,H) of Schiff bases have been 

discussed.[17]  These variations could be linked to the substituents and indirectly to 

the balance between charged and non-charged resonance forms.  

Previously, 1J(15N,H) coupling constants have been calculated for Schiff bases on 

salicylaldehydes.[18] The functional used was B3LYP in combination with cc-pVTZ 

basis set for O, N, C7 and H1 and 6-31G** for other carbon and hydrogen atoms. A 

rather peculiar behaviour is seen with a numerical increase of 1J(15N,H) for short NH 

bond and then a decrease upon bond stretching after ~1.1Å.  

Currently organic chemists are seeking fast answers supporting understanding of 

their experiments.[19] The Gaussian program package[20] has been known as a user-

friendly and handy tool for people without deep inclination to theoretical chemistry. 

Thus, it is possible to easily predict nuclear shieldings and chemical shifts[21] by 

selecting a density functional[22-23] (say B3LYP[24-26]) and a medium size Pople-type 

basis set[27-28] without special knowledge. However, in case of coupling constants 

some knowledge about the basis set nature is necessary[29-30] and a danger of 
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treating the Gaussian program as a “black box” is real. It is generally accepted that 

modeling SSCC parameters[31], which are absolute numbers, is significantly more 

demanding computationally than predicting reliable isotropic nuclear magnetic 

shieldings and chemical shifts (the latter are relative values). This is partly due to 

cancellation of similar errors included in the shieldings of the molecule of interest and 

the reference. The second reason is the need to correctly model electronic density 

near, and at the nuclei by using dedicated basis sets containing tight s-functions.[29, 

32-33] Thus, reliable prediction of SSCC parameters require dedicated basis sets[30, 32-

33] which are fairly large and sometimes impractical for studies on medium size 

molecules. 

In the Gaussian 16 program package[20] a “mixed[35]” option of basis set is available 

which significantly improves on the quality of the predicted SSCC. According to 

Ramsey[36], the total indirect spin-spin coupling constant consists of four terms – 

Fermi contact term (FC), spin-dipole (SD), diamagnetic spin-orbit (DSO), and 

paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO).  In short, in the first step of mixed approach the FC 

term is evaluated using mixed option by an uncontracted basis set and with added 

tight polarization functions for the core. The remaining three terms are calculated 

with an unmodified basis set. As a result, the total SSCC value is significantly 

improved. In addition, the entire calculation is faster. Thus, for a less experienced 

user the Gaussian offers a simple approach, allowing reasonable calculation of 

SSCC parameters without searching for basis sets dedicated for coupling constants.  

In principle, one-bond CH couplings (SSCC) can be calculated quite well using large, 

dedicated basis sets.[30-31, 37-38] The use of DFT functionals for predicting NMR 

parameters have been reviewed.[37, 39-40]  One-bond C-H couplings and their 

dependence on basis set and functionals have recently been investigated and it has 

been shown that even for specially designed large basis sets containing tight 

functions, both shifting (scaling), correlations, as well as inclusion of solvent effects 

and zero-point rovibrational corrections (ZPVC) may be necessary to obtain good 

results[37, 40-41].  For 1J(15N,H) couplings B3LYP functionals worked fairly well with 

modified Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ-J triple- basis set[33, 42].   

Frisch et al.[35]  tested the prediction of 1J(14N,H) coupling constant in ammonia and 

several small molecules in the gas phase. Other authors also reported calculations 

on ammonia coupling between the more abundant nitrogen isotope (14N) and 
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hydrogen[31, 43]. The question is if the rigorous approach for estimation of accurate 

1J(14N,H) and 1J(15N,H) coupling constants[44-46] can be applied to medium size 

molecules in nonpolar solvent and in the presence of intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding.  

The aim of the present study is to calculate 1J(15N,H) in a series of medium size 

organic compounds with sp2 hybridized nitrogen to generalise some of the above 

mentioned single observations made for enaminones and to provide a way of 

predicting 1J(15N,H) in NH-forms of  tautomeric compounds like Schiff bases.  

1J(15N,H) is well known to be negative.  As the sign of the coupling constants is not 

so easy to be determined experimentally, only numerical values are dealt with in 

plots. 

The present investigation focuses on a range of small to medium size compounds 

having NHR groups in different functionalities, as depicted in Fig. 1, and on 

hydrogen bonding. B3LYP functional has been shown to perform well for small sets 

of compounds[43, 47] and for intramolecularly hydrogen bonded molecules. However, 

for more reliable prediction of  1J(15N,H) in medium size molecules we decided to test 

the performance of several density functionals and basis sets. In the first step we 

used ammonia as a small molecule, suitable for fast modelling using fairly large 

basis sets. In particular, we wanted to check the option “mixed”, producing a de-

contraction of a standard basis set, recently available in the Gaussian programs[20] 

and compare their performance with dedicated Jensen-type basis sets pcJ-2[32] and 

aug-pcJ-n[32], where n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. In the second step we tested the performance 

of selected density functionals and basis sets for prediction of 1J(15N,H) of the 

demanding methylamine  Schiff base of 2,3,8-trihydroxy-7-methyl-1-napthaldehyde 

(see Fig. 1 F and Fig. 2a) in the following called MSBTG and the results were 

critically compared with available experimental data. Finally, we applied the 

optimized selection of density functional and basis sets on several compounds 

(Table 1) with internally bonded N-H…O motif. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Data 

Experimental data are taken from literature.  Difficulties are related to the fact that 

one has to take into account the exchange of the NH proton.  However, to solve this 

problem some results have been checked at a range of temperatures. Another issue 

is tautomeric.  Again, temperature studies are very useful. In case of tautomeric 

compounds derived from aldehydes, a three-bond coupling from NH, the CH of 12.5 

Hz is a check of the shift of the equilibrium fully to the NH form. One issue about 

using lower temperatures is the possible variation of 1J(15N,H) with temperature.  

However, this has not been studied systematically, but the results for 3, 5,5-dimethyl-

3-methylaminocyclohex-2-en-1-one and 10 indicates that 1J(15N,H) may decrease 

0.3 Hz when changing the temperature from 304 to 245 K.[48]  On the other hand this 

is not the case for 3 and 11 for which no temperature effect was observed. For the 

molecules 3 and 11 a change in 1J(15N,H) in CDCl3 vs. CCl4 of ~0.7 Hz is found.  

This is a very large change considering the similarity of the two solvents.   

2.2. Computational part 

Molecular geometries were optimised using the Gaussian 16 suite of programs[20]. 

Density functional theory, combined with widely used and efficient B3LYP hybrid 

functional (Becke’s[24] exchange and Lee, Yang, Parr[25] correlation term) and 6-

311++G(d,p) basis set were used for full structure optimization using very tight 

convergence criteria. Unrestricted geometry optimization and NMR calculations at 

selected levels of theory were done either in the gas phase or using the IEFPCM[50] 

approach in the presence of CHCl3 solvent. The SSCC parameters were calculated 

using the keyword NMR(spinspin,mixed,readatom) for standard basis sets in mixed 

form and NMR(spinspin,readatom) for basis sets dedicated for SSCC calculation 

with five selected density functionals (B3LYP[24-26], O3LYP[51], PBE[52-53], BHandH[54] 

and APFD[55]) and several basis sets. Ammonia was used as a test molecule for 

studying the impact of standard and decontracted Pople-type basis sets 6-31G* and 

6-311++G**. In addition, aug-cc-pVTZ-J[29, 33, 56-59] (abbreviated as aVTZJ), and 

polarization-consistent basis sets designed for SSCC calculations (pcJ-2[32] and aug-

pcJ-n_2006[60], where n = 1 - 4) were used for predicting ammonia 1J(15N,H). The 
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basis sets dedicated for prediction of SSCC parameters were downloaded from the 

basis set exchange (EMSL[61-62]) and, for convenience, were abbreviated as pcJ2 

and apcJn. To avoid recalculation of coupling constants from the most abundant 14N 

isotope to 1J(15N,H), in the input z-matrix we used N(Iso = 15) entry. For the results 

obtained with aug-pcJ-n_2006 basis sets the CBS[43, 63-67] fit, using two-parameter 

formula,[43, 68] was performed. For correlation-consistent basis sets (cc-pVXZ[69-71]), X 

= D, T, Q, 5 and 6 and the smallest basis, X = D, corresponds to double-zeta quality. 

However, for pcJ-n basis set family, where n = 0,1,2,3 and 4, the parameter n = 1 

already corresponds to the double-zeta quality.[32, 72-73] Thus, for consistency, all 

fittings for Dunning type basis sets were performed against X = 2,3,4,5 and 6, and for 

aug-pcJ-n_2006 basis sets we used a value of X = n + 1. Obviously, the smallest 

basis sets produce least accurate results. Thus, to assure estimation of meaningful 

results, fittings were performed with regularly changing basis set size, using n = 2, 3 

and 4, written as CBS(2-4), or only 3 and 4 (abbreviated as CBS(3,4)). A truncated 

version of gossypol molecule (called here MSBTG) has been used (Fig. 2).  

Gossypol exists as dimer but the truncated form MSBTG (a of Fig. 2) has been used 

as this give a B3LYP calculated coupling constant of 1J(N,H)calc = -90.69 Hz, which is 

similar to that of form b, 1J(N,H)calc = -90.48 Hz. The former can be considered a 

good model for a Schiff base of gossypol.  A Schiff base of gossypol has been 

chosen as it shows extra hydrogen bonding, a large, conjugated aromatic system 

and a steric strain and should as such cover a large group of compounds.   

Furthermore, the Schiff base of gossypol is one of the few aromatic Schiff bases fully 

at the imine form.[9] MSBTG molecule optimized in chloroform at B3LYP/6-

311++G(3df,2pd) level of theory was used as input for SSCC calculations with 

B3LYP and BHandH[54] density functionals in vacuum and in chloroform using 

standard and “mixed” versions of 6-31G*, 6-311++G** and 6-311++G(3df,2pd) basis 

sets, as well as standard pcJ-2 one. All the studied molecules were finally modeled 

using B3LYP/6-311++G** structures optimized in chloroform, and the subsequent 

SSCC parameters were predicted using APFD density functional[55]. These 

calculations were performed with APFD/6-311++G**(mixed) approach in CHCl3.  
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3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

3.1. Prediction of 1J(15N,H) in ammonia 

Ammonia was selected as the first molecule for testing selected density functionals 

performance in predicting 1J(15N,H) indirect coupling constant in vacuum and in 

chloroform, modeled by polarized continuum model of solvent and using selected 

traditional (standard) Pople type basis sets and “mixed” ones, created by Gaussian 

16. Comparison of the predicted ammonia SSCC coupling constant, observed for 15N 

NMR spectrum in the gas phase (-61.47±0.02 Hz[74]) should include correction for 

zero-point vibration (1.33[43] Hz for 1J(14N,H) and -0.3[45] or 0.3[46] Hz for 1J(15N,H)). 

However, in the current study we will not include these fairly small corrections since 

calculation of ZPVC is very expensive and for our medium size molecules practically 

impossible. It is also important to mention that solvent effect in case of ammonia 

1J(15N,H) is fairly small (see discussion in refs. [74-75]).  

To see the impact of geometry, the ammonia structure was first calculated in vacuo 

at B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. The B3LYP predicted SSCC values for the 

isolated ammonia molecule in the gas phase, obtained with 6-311++G** and 6-

311++G**(mixed) basis sets were -59.072 and -64.478 Hz, respectively. The 

presence of chloroform caused only minute change in the optimized structural 

parameters. As result, these SSCC values also changed only slightly (-60.210 and -

65.713 Hz). Thus, the former SSCC values, obtained with standard basis sets, were 

more positive by about 5.5 and 5.4 Hz than the latter results, obtained with the mixed 

option in the gas phase and chloroform, respectively.  

Next, five arbitrary selected density functionals, including B3LYP, O3LYP, PBE, 

BHandH and APFD, were used to optimize NH3 molecule in vacuum and in 

chloroform, using the standard 6-311++G** basis set. Subsequent SSCC predictions 

in vacuum and chloroform were calculated with 6-311++G**(mixed) variant of the 

original Pople-type basis set. For brevity, the calculated values are gathered in Table 

S1 in the supplementary material and in Fig. 3 the 1J(15N,H) values of ammonia in 

the gas phase and in chloroform, calculated with 6-311++G**(mixed) basis set, are 

compared with experimental values. 

 

It is apparent from the above results that both in vacuum and in chloroform the 

SSCC values, calculated with these density functionals, differ by about 5 Hz or less. 

Interestingly, the PBE and APFD density functionals nicely reproduce experimental 
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value of ammonia one-bond 1J(15N,H) coupling constant in chloroform (within 0.5 

Hz).  

Since ammonia is a very small molecule, we decided to check the performance of 

selected dedicated basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ-J and aug-pcJ-n_2006, where n = 1, 2,3 

and 4, for predicting 1J(15N,H) in chloroform and compare the results with relatively 

small, standard and mixed Pople basis set 6-311++G** (see Fig. 4, as well as Table 

S2 in the supplementary material). The data obtained with a family of aug-pcJ-

n_2006 basis sets were used for estimation of the CBS values of the studied 

coupling constant using two-parameter fits (Table S2 and Fig. S1).   

 

It is evident from Fig. 4 that the original 6-311++G** basis set is inaccurate in 

prediction of experimental values of 1J(15N,H) in ammonia and its mixed version 

performs fairly close to the dedicated basis sets (the latter values are systematically 

more negative by about 4-6 Hz). Interestingly, both PBE and APFD produce the best 

agreement with experimental value for both 6-311++G**(mixed) and dedicated basis 

sets.  

In addition, starting from results obtained with aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis set, the 

couplings are overestimated and their values are practically converged within 1 Hz. 

This is also supported by the estimated CBS values (see Table S2 and Fig. S1). 

Thus, from Table S2 it is evident that the 1J(15N,H) value in ammonia calculated with 

mixed Pople-type basis set is close to the result, derived at the complete basis set 

limit and is within 2 Hz from experimental values for O3LYP, PBE and APFD. 

Somehow, larger deviations (about 4-6 Hz) are observed for B3LYP and BHandH.  

 

3.2. Prediction of  1J(15N,H)  in MSBTG 

It is known that general basis sets are not suitable for calculations of SSCC because 

the dominating FC component is poorly recovered. However, the accuracy of 

calculation could depend on the type of nuclei taking part in coupling, as well as 

molecular surrounding of the studied spins and separation between them. To get a 

direct insight into the composition of the total SSCC (Jtot), we present in Table S3 in 

the supplementary material MSBTG’s total 1J(15N,H) coupling and its four 

components, calculated with B3LYP density functional in the gas phase and 

chloroform, with standard and mixed 6-31G* and 6-311++G** basis sets using 
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geometries optimized with the same density functional and standard basis sets in 

both environments.  

The composition (in %) of MSBTG’s 1J(15N,H) individual components, calculated in 

the gas phase and chloroform using two basis sets, is shown in Table 2.  Looking at 

Table 2 it is obvious that the dominating component of 1J(15N,H) calculated with 

standard and mixed basis sets is FC (about 98%) and the SD, DSO and PSO terms 

are very small. 

 

From the  results gathered in Table S3 it is obvious that the mixed basis set recovers 

a higher absolute amount of the FC component.  Besides, using two different basis 

sets the optimized structures of MSBTG were slightly different (data not shown here) 

and the calculated coupling constants were negligible smaller in chloroform.  

In Table 3 are gathered 1J(15N,H) coupling constants for MSBTG calculated as an 

isolated molecule in the gas phase and in chloroform, modeled by the PCM method, 

using B3LYP density functional and mixed versions of three popular Pople-type 

basis sets. 

In this case geometry is calculated with standard 6-31G*, 6-311++G** and 6-

311++G(3df,2pd) basis sets in the gas phase and chloroform and next SSCCs are 

calculated with mixed options of the same basis sets and compared with the 

experimental value.  

 

It is apparent from Tables 2 and 3 that optimization of an isolated MSBTG molecule 

in the gas phase or in chloroform and subsequent calculation of the one-bond 

nitrogen-proton coupling constant at the same level of theory improves only 

negligible the agreement with experiment upon including solvent effect (deviation of 

0.1 to 0.4% between results in vacuum and solution). Upon improving the basis set 

from 6-31G* to 6-311++G** the calculated coupling decreases by about 1.1 to 1.3 Hz 

in the gas phase and chloroform (< 1.5%). Thus, as expected, geometry seems to be 

less important for prediction of MSBTG 1J(15N,H) coupling. However, we further 

wanted to check, if markedly better basis set produce significantly different 

couplings. First, we optimized MSBTG structure in chloroform at B3LYP/6-

311++G(3df,2pd) level of theory. Next, apart from B3LYP, we included BHandH 

density functional and pcJ-2 basis set in the test in chloroform. The choice of 

BHandH was justified by our earlier experiences with this density functional[76], in 
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calculations of both isotropic shieldings and SSCC parameters of H2O, H2, HF, F2 

and F2O. The obtained SSCC parameters are shown in Table 4. Surprisingly, the 

best performance is observed for the smallest basis set (6-31G*). However, we are 

aware that this could be due to favourable error cancellation.  In addition, the 

dedicated Jensen basis set (pcJ-2) produces the largest deviation from experiment. 

Since this basis set is known to produce results close to the complete basis set limit 

(CBS) we could assume that the observed deviations for B3LYP and BHandH of 

about 8.4% are intrinsic errors of these density functionals (compare CBS results 

produced by these density functionals in ref. [43]). It is also apparent that 6-

311++G**(mixed) basis set produce relatively small deviations (about 7.1%) and is 

fairly complete and flexible for reliable calculations of 1J(15N,H)  parameters of 

medium size molecules. 

In the next step we compared the performance of B3LYP and APFD density 

functionals in prediction of MSBTG 1J(15N,H) coupling constant using the standard 6-

311++G** basis set and its mixed variant with the results produced by dedicated 

basis sets pcJ-2 and aug-pcJ-2_2006 in the presence of CHCl3 (Table 5).  As before, 

the geometry was optimized at the B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2pd) level of theory in 

chloroform. Interestingly, B3LYP and APFD calculations with the dedicated basis set 

pcJ-2 produced fairly large deviations from experimental values (-7.46 and -2.69 Hz). 

However, the corresponding numbers decreased in case of 6-311++G**(mixed) 

basis set (-6.34 and -1.65 Hz). The latter result could indicate a very good 

performance of this modified basis set combined with the APFD density functional. 

However, upon improving the quality of basis set to aug-pcJ-2_2006, about two 

times worse result was obtained (-3.81 Hz). The data in Table 5 suggest a 

significantly better performance of APFD than B3LYP in prediction of MSBTG 

1J(15N,H) coupling constants and point out to a very practical level of calculations: 

APFD/6-311++G**(mixed). The computational cost is related to the number of basis 

functions and in case of the mixed Pople basis only the Fermi contact term is 

calculated with higher number of functions. The remaining three components are 

calculated with significantly smaller basis set (about three times smaller than for aug-

pcJ-2_2006, see Table 5).  
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3.3. Prediction of  1J(15N,H)  in selected compounds  

 
Finally we calculated 1J(15N,H) coupling constants in the compounds in Table 1 in 

chloroform and compared with experiment. Like for MSBTG, the B3LYP/6-311++G** 

geometry in CHCl3  was used. First, for brevity, in Table S4 in the Supplementary 

material we compared some technical details of calculations, including the number of 

atoms and basis functions. It is evident from Table S4 that such molecules 

containing about 30 to 50 atoms can be easily calculated due to the fact that only 

one coupling between two spins is selected and predicted.  

From Table 5 it is evident that the pcJ-2 basis set is significantly larger than 6-

311++G**(mixed) one. As seen from Fig. 5, using the APFD functional and 6-

311++G** (mixed) basis set the coupling constants correlate very well with that 

obtained with pcJ-2 and considering that the latter basis overshoots the experimental 

values slightly and are computationally much more costly, the APFD/6-

311++G**(mixed) functional/basis set  seems to be a reasonable choice for 

predicting 1J(15N,H) coupling constants. 

 

In Table 6 are gathered 1J(15N,H) coupling constants for the studied molecules, compared 

with experiment and their deviations from experiment. For better illustration of the method 

performance, the deviations in %  and the corresponding RMS values are also shown.   

 

It is apparent from Table 6 that indeed it is possible to predict fairly accurate 1J(15N,H) 

values in the studied set of molecules with a RMS value of 1.69 Hz. Thus, the calculated 

values overestimate experiment by only 1.91 %.  

Plot of experimental vs. calculated 1J(15N,H) coupling constants for selected 

molecules is shown in Fig. 6. It shows that a fairly good correlation can be obtained 

between experimental and calculated 1J(15N,H) coupling constants leading to  

equation 1: 

 

1J(15N,H)exp = 0.9128 * 1J(15N,H)calc  + 9.3763    Eq. 1 

 

This enables to predict coupling constants rather accurately based on the calculation 

scheme mentioned above. 
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It is also important to investigate the dependence of calculated (predicted) 1J(15N,H) values 

with the calculated interatomic separation of coupled nitrogen and hydrogen atoms (spins). 

Thus, it is worth mentioning that theoretical modeling of N-H coupling constant magnitude 

vs. N...H distance reported Del Bene and Elguero[78-79]. On the other hand, Limbach et al.[6, 80-

81] performed detailed experimental NMR studies on H-bonded systems. 

As expected, it is apparent from Fig. 7 that there is a linear dependence between the 

magnitude of calculated 1J(15N,H) value and the N-H bond length. Thus, by stretching the N-

H bond (increasing H-bond interaction) a smaller absolute magnitude of coupling is 

predicted. This decrease of absolute magnitude of coupling constant is in agreement with 

chemical intuition. However, the FC term is dominating NH coupling (nearly 98%) and one 

could expect a more decaying exponential pattern with N...H distance.[78] Probably, because 

of a fairly small range of N-H distance changes the apparent linear result is observed from 

Figure 7.  

 

A comparison of one-bond NH coupling constants of 10, and 11 reproduces the 

experimental finding, that phenyl substitution at nitrogen leads to a smaller one-bond 

NH coupling constant. 

From Fig. 6 it is seen that the variation in 1J(N,H) is less than 10 Hz.  This of course 

requires experimental data with great precision (see Experimental) combined with 

some very accurately calculated values. 

     In tautomeric compounds like those shown in Fig. 8 the measured coupling 

constant is a weighted average according to the mole fractions of the two forms.[5] 

 

For tautomeric Schiff bases (Fig. 8) it was found that the XH chemical shift reaches 

a maximum corresponding to a 1J(15N,H) coupling constant of ~45 Hz.[6] 

Furthermore, X-ray data may suggest that the proton is positioned approximately 

midway between the acceptor and the donor atom[82]. The calculations of Zarycz and 

Aucar[18] show that the coupling constant at long bond distances is proportional to 

the NH bond length. . Using the equation between coupling constant and NH bond 

length derived in the present study (Fig. 7) a zero value is obtained at NH bond 

length of 1.23 Å, which is much closer than at the midpoint, which is estimated at 

1.49 Å.  This suggests that the proton is not in the centre at ambient temperature in 
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solution, but rather that an equilibrium is taking place leading to an average value of 

45 Hz  

To verify theoretically the dominating structure and proton (hydrogen) localization on 

N or O atom in the studied molecules we constructed a simple model molecule (Fig. 

9) and performed a partial optimization mimicking H atom transfer from N to O atom.  

 

Full optimization of NH and OH forms of the model molecule indicate that the former 

one is about 8.8 kcal/mol more stable in the gas phase. Since the NMR 

measurements for the studied molecules are performed in nonpolar solvent (CDCl3 

or CCl4) a significant impact of environment could be ruled out. As the last step we 

decided to transfer proton from N to O freezing N5-H10 distance and optimizing all 

other parameters. Similarly, we moved H atom from oxygen toward N. Very small 

step of 0.02 Å near the energetic minima allowed determination of smooth energy 

curve and position of its fairly high barrier (9.9 kcal/mol for N-H distance of 1.32 Å). 

The corresponding energy landscape upon transfer from N to O atom of proton H10, 

taking part in H-bonding, is presented in Fig. 10.  

It is obvious from Fig. 10 that the global energy minimum corresponds to NH 

structure. Thus, modeling of proton H10 transfer one should observe a direct impact 

on the calculated  1J(15N,H)  parameter of both protons attached to nitrogen atom. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 11. 

Thus, increasing N-H(bond) distance from 0.9 to about 1.12 Å we observe a small 

and roughly linear decrease of calculated 1J(15N,H) and at higher separation a faster 

change is observed with saturation closer to the middle of N ... O distance. The 

corresponding N-H(free) coupling constant decreases linearly and very slowly to 

NH(bond) separation of about 1.12 Å and next diminishes faster and saturates at  

about -70 Hz.  

It is apparent (Fig. 10) that the energy barrier to proton transfer is located between N 

and O atoms at N...H separation of about 1.35 Å. For this geometry the calculated 

coupling constant for H-bonded and free H atoms (Fig. 11) are -19.9 and -69.3 Hz.  

It is seen that the slope is much steeper for the hydrogen bonded than for the non-
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hydrogen bonded N-H subunit.  This supports the estimate above for the even 

stronger hydrogen bonded case that a zero coupling is found around 1.22 Å. 

From Figs. 10 and 11 it is apparent that the studied molecules, gathered in Table 1, 

show a diagnostic range of 1J(15N,H) coupling constant variation (from 94 to 86 Hz) 

despite the fact that the change in the calculated N-H separation is only from 1.020 

to 1.036 Å (see Fig. 7). 

With the trends derived for 1J(15N,H)  we are able to explain why plots of 2C(OD) vs. 

mole fraction for a range of  o-hydroxy Schiff bases have maximum at slightly 

different mole fractions.[2, 4] These graphs were constructed using a common 

1J(15N,H) value, leading probably to slightly incorrect mole fractions. 

Having established a decent correlation between experimental and calculated 

1J(15N,H) coupling constants one can predict values to be used for tautomeric 

systems in which the individual tautomers cannot be isolated.  One example is the 

imine form of E-2-((1-phenylimino)ethyl)phenol (1) giving a 1J(15N,H)calc as low as -

81.2 Hz.  Another example is the compound 8-Hydroxy-3,6dimethyl-2-(1-

methylaminoethylidene)-2H=naphthalene-1-one, which is of C type.  The coupling 

constant is measured at low temperature, 1J(15N,H) = 68 Hz[83]. This value is much 

lower than calculated, -91.87 Hz, indicating that the equilibrium not is shifted fully to 

the NH-form. 

4. Conclusion 

     In summary, it can be said that 1J(15N,H) in Schiff bases  and enaminones vary 

quite considerably  taking into account tautomeric forms. Intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding is important as the NH bond length to some extent determines the 

magnitude of the one-bond NH coupling constant.  The present finding for 

“enaminones” and Schiff bases are demonstrated to be valid also for other 

compounds with hydrogen bonded sp2 hybridized nitrogens. The applied theoretical 

protocol, including B3LYP/6-311++G** structure optimization in chloroform within 

PCM approach and APFD/6-311++G**(mixed) calculation of 1J(15N,H) coupling 

constant well reproduces experimental NMR data for medium size organic molecules 

with intramolecular H-bond.  
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Fig. 1. Structures (A – K) of calculated compounds 
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Fig. 2.  Methyl amine Schiff bases of truncated forms (a and b) of gossypol.  

Structure “a” is MSBTG. 
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Fig. 3. Performance of B3LYP, O3LYP, PBE, BHandH and APFD density functionals 

in prediction of 1J(15N,H) in ammonia in vacuum and chloroform. Experimental[74] 

values are marked as dashed lines. 6-311++G**(mixed) basis set was used for 

SSCC calculations. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of 1J(15N,H) for ammonia in chloroform, calculated with five 

selected density functionals and basis sets with experimental value. 
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Fig. 5.  A plot of  APFD predicted 1J(15N,H) by pcJ-2 vs. 6-311++G**(mixed) basis 

sets for selected compounds in CHCl3. B3LYP/6-311++G** in CHCl3  optimized 

structures are used 
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Fig. 6.  Plot of experimental vs. theoretical APFD/6-311++G**(mixed) calculated  

1J(15N,H) coupling constants for selected molecules at their  B3LYP/6-311++G** 

geometries in CHCl3   
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Fig. 7.  Linear dependence between  NH bond length and calculated 1J(15N,H) 

coupling constant 
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Fig. 8. Tautomeric and resonance forms of o-hydroxy Schiff bases 
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Fig. 9. (Left) NH and (right) OH forms of tested model molecule with atom 

numbering, selected interatomic distances and relative stability (result from full 

B3LYP/6-311++G** optimization in vacuum). 
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Fig. 10. Energy landscape upon proton H10 transfer from N to O atom. Relative 

stability of NH and OH forms are given and the barrier height is also marked. 
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of 1J(15N,H)  to H10 proton transfer. Separate coupling constants 

are shown for H atom taking part in H-bonding and the other one (APFD/6-

311++G**(mixed) is used for SSCC calculation.  
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Table 1.  Compounds investigated.  

Cmpd R a R´ X Names 

1 CH3 H Ph (E)-2-((1-(phenylimino)ethyl)phenol (A) 

2 Ph CH3 CH3 3-Methylamino-1-phenyl-but-2-en (B) 

3 Ph CH3 Ph 1-Phenyl-3-phenylamino-but-2-en-1-one (B) 

4 H H tbu (E-)1-(t-butylamino)-naphthalene-2-ol (D) 

5 H H Ph (E)-1-((phenylimino)methyl)naphthalen-2-ol (D) 

6 - H Ph 1,4-di-(phenylamino)-9,10-anthraquinone (E) 

7 - OH Ph 1,4-di-(phenylamino)-5,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone (E) 

8 - - - Methylamine Schiff base of “gossypol” a (F) b, MSBTG 

9 - - CH3 5,8-Dihydroxy-1,4-bis-phenylamino-2,3-dihydro-anthraquinone (G) 

10 CH3 - CH3 2-(1-(methylamino)ethylidene)cyclohexane-1,3-dione (H) 

11 CH3 - Ph 2-(1-(phenylamino)ethylidene)cyclohexane-1,3-dione (H) 

12 - - - 2,2-dimethyl-5-(1-(methylamino)ethylidene)-1,3-dioxane-4,6-dione (I) 

13 - - - (E)-3-(1-methylamino)ethylidene)furan-2,4(3H,5H)-dione (J) 

14 - - - (Z)-3-(1-methylamino)ethylidene)furan-2,4(3H,5H)-dione (K) 
a The letters refer to Fig. 1; b  See Fig. 2 

 

 

Table 2. Relative content (in %) of four individual components of total 1J(15N,H) in 

MSBTG calculated with B3LYP density functional combined with standard and mixed 

6-31G* and 6-311++G** basis sets in the gas phase and chloroform.  

 

SSCC components Gas CHCl3 

 Standard Mixed Standard Mixed 

6-31G*a 

FC 
97.77 98.07 97.78 98.08 

SD 
0.26 0.23 0.27 0.24 

PSO 
1.31 1.13 1.29 1.12 

DSO 
0.66 0.57 0.64 0.56 

6-311++G**b 

FC 
97.92 98.14 97.88 98.10 

SD 
0.45 0.40 0.47 0.42 

PSO 
1.02 0.91 1.06 0.95 

DSO 
0.61 0.54 0.60 0.54 

 

a Using B3LYP/6-31G* geometry in the gas phase and chloroform, respectively; b 

Using B3LYP/6-311++G** geometry in the gas phase and chloroform, respectively 
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Table 3. Impact of geometry on 1J(15N,H) in MSBTG a, calculated with B3LYP 

density functional (both geometry and SSCC calculated at the same level of theory). 

Method  

and Basis 

Basis 

Type 

Vacuum Chloroform 

  1J(15N,H) Dev. % 

Dev. 

1J(15N,H) Dev. % 

Dev. 

6-31G* Mixed -94.47 5.76 6.50 -94.14 5.44 6.13 

6-311++G** Mixed -95.57 6.87 7.74 -95.42 6.72 7.58 

6-311++G(3df,2pd) Mixed -95.12 6.42 7.23 -94.81 6.11 6.89 

Exp.b   88.7      

 

a No ZPVC. Dev = Calc – Exp; %Dev = 100*Dev/(88.7); b From ref. [9] 

 

Table 4. 1J(15N,H) in MSBTGla,b calculated with B3LYP and BHandH density 

functionals in chloroform, using selected “mixed” Pople-type basis sets and standard 

pcJ-2. 

Method and Basis Basis type Chloroform 

  1J(15N,H) Dev. % Dev. 

B3LYP 

6-31G* Mixed -94.09 5.39 6.08 

6-311++G** Mixed -95.03 6.33 7.14 

6-311++G(3df,2pd) Mixed -94.81 6.11 6.89 

pcJ-2 Original -96.16 7.46 8.41 

BHandH 

6-31G* Mixed -94.26 5.56 6.27 

6-311++G** Mixed -94.97 6.27 7.06 

6-311++G(3df,2pd) Mixed -94.59 5.89 6.64 

pcJ-2 Original -96.17 7.47 8.42 

Exp.c  88.7   

 

a B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2pd) optimized geometry in chloroform; b Dev = Calc – Exp; 

%Dev = 100*Dev/(88.7).  c Experimental value from ref. [9]  
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Table 5. 1J(15N,H) in MSBTG ab, calculated with B3LYP and APFD density 

functionals in chloroform, using selected “mixed” Pople-type basis sets and standard 

pcJ-2 and aug-pcJ-2_2006 basis sets.   

Basis set No b.f. 1J(15N,H) From Exp 

   Dev. %Dev 

B3LYP in CHCl3     

6-311++G** 465 -85.29 3.41 -3.84 

6-311++G**(mixed) 798 -95.04 -6.34 7.14 

pcJ-2 1179 -96.16 -7.46 8.41 

APFD in CHCl3     

6-311++G**   465 -81.85 6.85 -7.72 

6-311++G**(mixed)   798 -90.35 -1.65 1.86 

pcJ-2 1179 -91.39 -2.69 3.03 

Aug-pcJ-2_2006 1568 -92.51 -3.81 4.29 

Exp. c  -88.7   

aDev = Calc – Exp and Calc. – Emp., respectively; %Dev = 100*Dev/(Exp.) and 

100*Dev/(Emp.), respectively; bStructures calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2pd) 

level of theory; c From ref. [9] 
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Table 6. 1J(15N,H) predicted by  APFD/6-311++G**(mixed) calculations for selected 

compounds in CHCl3 (geometry also optimized in CHCl3  at B3LYP/6-311++G** level 

of theory). Deviation from experiment (in Hz and %) as well as the corresponding 

RMS values are shown. 

Molecule Exp. 1J(15N,H) Dev. from Exp 

Symbol   Dev. %Dev 

2  -91.6 a -93.89 -2.29 2.50 
3 -89.2b -89.57 -0.37 0.41 
4 -85.44c -87.73 -2.29 2.68 
5 -87d -89.18 -2.18 2.51 
6 -90.3e -92.13 -1.83 2.03 
7 -91.3 e -92.68 -1.38 1.51 
8 -88.7f -90.71 -2.01 2.27 
9 -87.8e -89.40 -1.6 1.82 
10 -88.1g -89.52 -1.42 1.61 
11 -84.7 h -86.55 -1.85 2.18 
12 -90.6 i -91.64 -1.04 1.15 
13 -91.8i -93.36 -1.56 1.70 
14 -92.4i -93.40 -1 1.08 
RMS   1.69 1.91 

a) Ref. [48];  b)  Ref. [48]. Measured at 253 K;  c)  Ref. [2]. Measured at 243K;  d)  Phenol is added to 

force the equilibrium fully towards the NH-form. Measured at 213K.  Ref. [14]; e)  Ref. [11]. Measured at 

300 K;  f)  Measured in THF-d8 at 298K. Ref. [9]; g) Ref. [48]. Measured at 245 K;  h) Ref. [5]. Measured 

at 243 K; i)  Ref.[77]. Measured at 298 K. 
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